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Income tax repeal
may threaten fees
By Kathy Fraxe
News Editor
The University could lose up to $2
million in state aid this year if the
drive to repeal the state income tax is
successlul
Possible result"* Another hike in
student fees
James I.eckrone. assistant to the director of the Ohio Finance Department, said Mondav the S2 million
loss is still only speculative since
no one knows yet whether tne income
lax issue will be on the November
ballot
PROPONENTS of the repeal are in
the midst of a 10-day last-ditch effort to
collect an extra 30.000 signatures
needed to place the issue on the ballot.
If the signatures are collected and
the tax repealed. Leckrone said the
slate would probably eliminate the income tax on Jan 1
Ohio would then lose an estimated
$340 million in income tax monies
which the state had expected lo collect
during the first six months of 1973.
To make up for the loss, Leckrone
said the state probably would be forced
to cut funds for all its programs by 25
per cent.
That would mean the $8 million in
state aid administrators here are
expecting to receive from January to
June next year would be cut to only $6
million.
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Fl 1 Is return to air war
SAIGON IAP) - The United Slates
reported that Fill swing-wing jeu
returned to war action yesterday after
being withdrawn from combat because
of the loss of one last week over North
Vietnam
U.S. COMMAND ordered
stepped-up BS2 raids in the Saigon
region, where an upsurge in battlefield
activity at receat days has marked the
latest Comrnwaist command "high
pokat."
American bombing raids were cut by
more thaa half keenest of had weather
reeal^froajTjahaua Loraa, which
croaakag

the

The Tilling haaaj U.S. fighter
bomhers flaw oaiy 1» raids over the
North oaTeseaay, compared to HO the
orevtonseay, the command reported
The VS. Cnmmm* kt Saigon had
refused to confirm or deny reporU by
informants that the Pills, which came
back to ladirhhis last weak, had been
withdrawn from a combat role after

the loss of one in the North on last
Thursday.
But the Pentagon in Washington acknowledged that the Fills had been
withdrawn and said they returned to
combat on Wednesday with new
attacks on North Vietnam

Associated Press correspondent
Holger Jensen reported from the
northern region that the coastal
villages of Xuyen Tho and Xuyen
Phuoc. which together have about
10.000 people, were attacked by Viet
Cong sappers before dawn.

FOLLOWING the Washington
report, a U.S. Command spokesman
finally did acknowledge that the Fills
did return to combat but added he had
no immediate report on their mission
In another development, the nuclearpowered aircraft carrier Enterprise
arrived off Vietnam tor another tour of
duty, replacing the older carrier
Hancock.
Despite the bad weather which
extended well south of the demilitarized lone, officials said, some of the
Knterprises's 75 jets flew raids la
South Vietnam.
The rr change of ships left the 7th
Fleet's carrier force at ant -- where It
has stood siace President NUon beefed
up the US. air strength la Indochina in
the early stages of Hanoi's general offensive six months ago.

ABOUT II civilians and two militia
soldiers were killed and six civilians
wounded, with eight of the enemy
attackers also slain.
But at least 100 other villagers were
listed as missing and local officials
were trying to determine whether they
had been kidnaped or had accompanied
the invaders willingly.
The Viet Cong frequently abduct
civilians to work as porters, laborers
or even as soldiers.
The two villages are on an important
river estuary near Hoi An, the Quang
Nam Province capital about 20 miles
south of Da Nang. The area is one
where Viet Cong activity remains
frequent and where Saigon government
security has never been strong.

THE STATE'S financial problems
have been made even more difficult by
the wording of the petition to repeal the
income tax. It calls for eliminating all
laws dealing with a graduated state tax
on personal income, but does not provide for any new taxes to make up for
the lost revenue
It's highly unlikely that a lame duck
legislature would act on a new money
measure if the tax is repealed, and the
new legislature is not slated to meet
until after a repeal would go into
effect
Therefore, the state would have no
alternative fund-raising measure to
fall back on when and if the repeal
would take effect.
LECKRONE SAID it was extremely
difficult lo be more specific aboul the
effects of a repeal on state funding for
higher education.
Almost all state monies, including
the income tax, now go to the state's
general revenue fund. This fund in turn
finances operations in practically
every state department and stateassisted institution.
Every one of these agencies,
including universities, would be hit
with a fund cut if the income tax is
repealed.

I'owever. the reduction in state aid
to higher education might not be
exactly 25 per cent
"THE STATE would reorder its
funding priorities if the income tax
were repealed.'' I.eckrone said "II
higher education is rated highly
enough, it may not be faced with a 25
per cent cut "
Instead, monies now allocated to
other projects could be shifted toward
higher education, making its loss
somewhat lower than 25 per cent.
Leckrone said it's impossible to
determine how many income tax
dollars go to higher education now.
since revenue from practically every
state tax goes into the same fund
"THAT'S WHY I cant give any more
than a rough estimate of how much
money each institution will lose."
Leckrone said
"It's like the man who has two jobs
and puts his wages from both jobs into
the same savings account If he pays
for a new car with money from that
account, he doesn't really know which
dollars from which job paid for the
car.'' he said
Assuming this University's loss
would be $2 million, administrators
here would be forced to work with an

By Denny Law
Staff Reporter
Dennis Kelly, the University's representative to Gov. John J GlUlgan'l
student advisory board, said yesterday
that although he isn't registered as a
student this quarter, he still will retain
his position on the board.
Kelly, who received incompletes in
three of his courses last spring, worked
on the board all summer in Columbus
On June 23, he was informed by the
University that he couldn't be reinstated as a student this fall quarter
until he made up the required work for
courses in which he received incompletes
On Aug. 13, he received a letter
saying he had until August 15 to make
up the work, giving him two days to
make up three incompletes.
"COMMUNICATION between the
University and myself was very poor.'"

Academic Council yesterday took no
action on a proposal lo form a College
of Health and Environmental Sciences.
The proposal was submitted by the
Allied Health Program Development
and Evaluation Committee (PDEC). a
subcommittee of the Academic
Development and Evaluation
Committee l ADEC).
Other alternatives investigated by
the committee were forming either a
center for existing health programs or
loose coalition, and the deliberate
decision to attempt no resolution to the
problem.
THE PROPOSAL, which was
summarized by Dr. Mel Hyman.
recommended that Academic Council.
-Approve formation of a programbased College of Health and
Environmental Sciences (The college
would be based on programs instead of
departments.)
-Move that the first two years
following Academic Council approval
be designated as the new college's
development phase, and that the
present PDEC, expanded to include the
dean of the proposed college as ex
officio chairman, continue to supervise
development and evaluation of the new
college during this period
-Move that during the development

Kelly said. 'The University mailed
the notice to my home in Cleveland on
Aug. 11. but by the time it got to me it
was too late"
As a result. Kelly was unable to
attend class fall quarter
SINCE THE by-laws for the
governor's advisory board don't
specify whether or not the representative must be a student. Kelly was able
to keep his position
He said so far two of the three professors who gave him incompletes
have agreed to let him make up the
work. He hopes he'll be attending class
soon, he said
Kelly was appointed to the committee by Gov Gilligan last April
AT THE FIRST meeting. Kelly said
Gilligan gave members no specific
directions, saying they "could go
where they wanted."
In order to fulfill its purpose of
advising the governor on student
affairs. Kelly said the board had to
establish governmental contacts
throughout Columbus
"We were starting in a nothing position and trying to build up to a position
of power and strength." Kelly said
"We knew no one and no one knew us."
He said he spent most of his summer
developing information sources and
contacts-a task which often involved
trips to Washington. DC.

remains undecided
phase, the PDEC submit all new
program requests to the Academic
Council for approval, and submit
quarterly reports detailing progress in
the college's development and its plans
for evaluation.
THE ADEC ALSO submitted an
incomplete cost-benefit analysis
identifying the research and
development costs involved in the new
program.
Objections to the proposal mainly
concerned financing the new college.
Opponents indicated that if forming
the new college meant cutting into
funds for existing programs, the
benefits would not offset the sacrifices
involved.
Arguments favoring the proposal
stressed the need for a coordinated and
structured program that would involve
all health and environmental
programs.
It was also argued that certain
programs now scattered through
various departments would receive
more attention and money under one
college
Discussion also touched upon the
proposed name for the college and
what programs would be incorporated
into the new college.
Discussion on the proposal will
continue at the next Academic Council
meeting. Oct. 11.

SINCE IT already is obligated to
honor salary provisions in faculty contracts signed earlier this year and to
meet wage guidelines for classilied
employees established by the state, the
University would have no choice but to
clamp down on operating budgets-.and
raise student fees
"A repeal would have an immediate,
serious effect on tuition."' said l)r
Michael Ferrari, acting provost.
I v said it would also hinder development programs and non-contract staff
levels
"We could try to cut operating budgets and the number of non-salaried
personnel, but because it's the middle
of the year, we'd have to live with
those other expenses (faculty contracts!.'' he said
Richard Edwards, administrative
assistant to University President
Hollis A Moore Jr.. reluctantly
agreed.
"There'd be only one way to go-an
increase in tuition,'' he said

Kelly to retain
advisory post

Science college plan
By Kay Woods

operating budget for this year of only
132 7 million, rather than the 134.7
million they had counted on earlier
In addition to losing that large a
subsidy, the University would have the
awesome task of making up the loss in
the middle of an academic year

"I WAS ALSO working as a lab
technician for the highway department. Kelly said. The job was acquired
through the state government as a
source of income for board members,
he said.
The board is made up of 21 members,
with one person from each slate university in Ohio and representatives
from private and technical schools
KELLY SAID the board will soon
present its first proposal --this one involving boards of trustees
"Unlike Bowling Green, most universities don't have a student representative on their boards of trustees."
Kelly said

Meditation
lecture

Steven Bloom of tho Studont Meditation Society was the speaker last night.
Tuesday evening for a lecture on transcendental meditation.

"OUR FIRST proposal will be one
suggesting that a student be placed on
the board of trustees in every university in Ohio, including the private and
technical schools." he said
After that. Kelly said he hopes the
board can move toward involvement in
the state income tax issue, and its effect on educational funding.
Kelly said the board will meet again
this Saturaay.
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observations on libel

women
Tuesday Faculty Senate endorsed a series of recommendations
calling for male/female equality in terms of salary rates, promotions and tenure.
Although we are pleased with the senate's endorsement, we
believe it is not enough.
It is fine to endorse the results of a year-long survey which was
conducted by the ad hoc committee on the status of women, but it
takes more than an endorsement to ensure enforcement of the
recommendations.
What assurance do we have that these recommendations will
not disappear into the depths of some cavernous administrative
desk, never to be seen again?
How can we be sure that the senate's endorsement is not
merely a token approval, given in an attempt to "satisfy"
women for a few more years?
The senate recommended that a procedure be established for
handling faculty grievances in this area.
We demand speedy establishment of an effective body for
guaranteeing enforcement of these recommendations.
The time and effort of the ad hoc committee must be realized.
Faculty women have waited too long on this campus for equality. These recommendations must be upheld.

language
The proposed modification of the language requirement is
currently stalled in committee. But action is needed now.
The proposal would alter the 20 hours of one foreign language
now required in the College of Arts and Sciences.
An alternative being studied by the romance language department would provide a program with some of the courses taught
in Knglish.
And other alternatives have been suggested.
All provide the students with experience with a foreign culture.
The romance language department should recommend one
proposal to the College of Arts and Sciences this month.
But it doesn't stop there.
The proposal must be reported favorably out of the Arts and
Sciences Council, then approved by Academic Council.
It seems that Or Michael Locey. chairman of a committee
studying the requirement, was "terribly optimistic" when he
said that an experimental section might be implemented for
spring quarter.
We're optimistic, too.
The decision-making bodies involved must do their part to act
now upon a modification of the requirement.
Arts and Sciences students have waited long enough.

By William F. Beckley Jr.

It is widely thought in America that a
lawsuit for libel is what you routinely
do when something which is both untrue and defamatory is said or written
about you.
I suppose I am at this point as
weatherbeaten as anyone in the
tribulations of libel law, and I wish to
pass along a few observations useful. I
hope, to the layman.
II Don't ever assume that if public
figure Jones fails to sue Tortfeasor
Smith, it therefore follows that what
Smith said or insinuated about Jones is
true.
UNDER THE best of circumstances,
libel suits are extremely expensive to
bring, and are monstrously timeconsuming, so that even in the old days
you didn't bring suit unless the
combination was just right; the
charges against you outrageous and
infectious, the tortfeasor implacable,
the prospect of victory overwhelming,
the point resonant
2» By "the old days." I mean before
"New York Times v. Sullivan." a
decision handed down in 1964 wherein
the court ruled that a public offical
(later extended to public figure) could

not :ue a tortfeasor for libel unless he
could prove "actual malice," which is
to say that the tortfeasor proceeded
against the public figure in reckless
disregard of the known fact.
The courts hold, in effect, that your
right to say something about a public
figure, however impulsively exercised,
however errant the judgment, takes
precedence over the right of the public
figure toprotection from defamation.
31 In my own highly publicized suit
against Gore Vidal and "Esquire"
Magazine, it was three years before
the court ruled that "New York Times
v. Sullivan" notwithstanding, my
case was strong enough to go to the
jury.
AT THIS point "Esquire" agreed to
settle, arranging to pay over a figure
designed to cover my legal expenses of
$115,000 and to publish a statement to
the effect that they were "utterly
convinced" of the untruthfulness of
Gore Vidal's charges.
I then moved to discontinue the
action against Vidal, making the point:
"In the long period between the
publication of the libel and the
disavowal of it by Esquire.' I have
learned that Vidal's opinions of me are
of little concern to the public.

" 'A fortiori,' they should be of little
•concern to me now that the publishers
have disavowed them. Let his own
unreimbursed legal expenses,
estimated at $75,000. teach him to
observe the laws of libel.
"I hope it will not prove necessary to
renew the discipline in future years.
There are limits even to my charity."
41 On the question: what is proved by
such libel suits, the answer is not
obvious In the summer of 1969 a friend
from the academy wrote trying to
dissuade me.
HIS CONTENTION was: expense,
anguish, and ambiguous results make
it all pointless.
I replied that there are two juries
involved in publicized libel cases The
one that makes the cash award, which
jury is to be sure never absolutely
predictable.
The other jury is composed of
bystanders who weigh the merits of the
case I was reasonably confident of the
former, and altogether confident of the
latter, 1 replied, acknowledging one
residual misgiving:
"I have working against me one
thing. I grant It is that three years
hence when the trial takes place, the
word 'Nazi' may have become totally

etiolated, causing the jury to wonder
that anyone should particularly care
about having been so designated
"IF THAT is the case I shall be left
with nothing more than an expansive
footnote in my autobiography, pointing
to the irony that it was a conservative
who struggled to regulate the use of a
word so as to immure within it some
sense of the distinctive hideousnesses
of Hitler."
And today, a letter from a man I met
fleetingly only once. Probably as many
Americans have bought his books as
the books of any other living author.
He is a prominent political liberal.
He gives greater satisfaction than any
cash award "delighted at the news
that some limits to scurrility in
current public discussion have finally
appeared. Strong advocacy by
gentlemen on different sides is the way
this country has formed itself and
keeps improving itself.
"Advocacy and abuse are different
things, but in disorderly times the line
between them keeps fading That you
have drawn it again, fresh and sharp, is
a substantial contribution to the
mental tone of our country; and at
least as welcome to the liberal as to
the conservative cause.''
■Nan iiiiiia.ii
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Lerrers
music became noise
With this letter I would like to
congratulate UAO and Cultural Boost
on a fine choice for an opening concert
at Bowling Green Keep up the good
work.
I feel it is only too bad that a
university of some 15.000 students does

corruption
Senator McGovern claims that the
Nina administration has been the
most corrupt kill S. history
No, Grant's was worse.

Ed Daniels
English Department

not have the facilities to house such an
event.
Kenny Loggins' group with Jim
Messina put on a good show, it is just
too bad that the facilities couldn't pay
tribute or enhance a performance
which a talented group of musicians
tried to put forth.
It certainly seemed frustrating to
both musicians and audience alike
when good music became purely noise
because of a simple lack of acoustics in
Memorial Hall
I feel it's about time the University
wakes up and realises that a concert
hall with good facilities is as
necessary, if not more so, to the
cultural and social needs of the
University community as a gym to
play basketball and march in.
Dean Duncan
W.PoeRoad

Delegates to the recent state
Democratic convention included in
their state party platform a pledge to
work toward lowering the age of
majority in Ohio from 21 to 18.
That pledge has been heard time and
time again from various groups ever
since 18- to 21-year-olds won the right
to vole last year. But. as yet, those
pledges have produced very little.
According to the Ohio Revised Code,
21 is still the golden age when a person
in this state theoretically becomes an
adult
Unfortunately, the code then
contradicts itself with scores of laws
in which any age from 10 to 21 can be
considered the cut-off point for certain
privileges or responsibilities.
THE GREATEST discrepancies
crop up in laws dealing with that gray
three-year period between a person's
18th and 21th birthdays In some cases,
an 18-year-old is considered mature
enough to handle his own affairs, and in
others he's viewed as nothing more
than a child.
Take contracts, for instance
Although a person can vote or run for
public office at 18. he can't be legally
bound by a contract that has not been
co-signed by an adult-which might be
considered a blessing for someone who
wants to wheedle out of a legal
agreement.
However, it also means that if an 18to 21-year-old manages to enter into a
contract on his own. without a cosignature from his parent, guardian or
other responsible adult, he cannot
legally force the other party to the
contract to honor it if something goes
wrong

Then there's
guardianship

the

matter

of

If a person's parents die or are
judged incapable to provide for his
care while he is still a minor (under
21). the court will appoint a guardian
for him.
LEGALLY. THE guardian is in
complete control of his ward's finances
and is charged with providing him with
adequate shelter, food, clothing and
education.
Only when the minor reaches age 21
can he control his own inheritance, and
only then can he take action to regain
an inheritance wrongfully awarded to
his parent's spouse or guardian
At first glance, it seems as though
the state takes great care to provide
for the welfare of orphaned persons
under 21. Yet provisions for survivors
benefits in several stale-administered
programs indicate otherwise.
Under the public employees, school
employees, and stale teachers
retirement systems, children of
deceased members receive survivors
benefits only up until age 18 lor 22 if
the child is enrolled in an institution of
higher education).
In order to qualify for benefits under
the Aid to Dependent Children welfare
program, the child must also be under
18 years of age or. if a student. 21
IN OTHER words, the 18-year-old
who can't afford to go to college or
perhaps just doesn't want to is
considered old enough to get along on
his own without survivors benefits or
welfare stipends, but not old enough to
handle his own financial affairs
without a guardian acting as watchdog.
Laws regarding jurisdiction of the
courts are just as contradictory.

When it comes to deciding what
court will try an 18-year-old charged
with committing a crime, the code
says only persons under 18 (or those
who allegedly committed the offense
while still under 18) come under the
jurisdiction of the usually more lenient
juvenile court.
If he's 18 or over, he's tried as an
adult in a regular court of law
However, the code then turns around
to say that if an 18-to-21-year-old is
orphaned or no longer has a guardian
he becomes a ward of the court
As far as the courts are concerned.
18-to-21-year-olds are old enough to
submit to criminal proceedings
designed for adults, but once again not
old enough to handle their own
finances.
THE STATE also considers 18-to-21year-olds too young to buy hard liquor,
marry without their parents' consent,
deal with pawnbrokers or secondhand
dealers, become policemen or firemen,
or apply for a chauffeur's license.
Yet in spite of these restrictions, the
state does consider 18-to-21 year-oids
mature enough to:
-Make deposits or open a bank
account, rent a safe deposit box. or be
appointed agent or deputy on any
account or deposit box. subject to the
same restrictions placed on "adult"
customers (Section 1107.10. Ohio
Revised Code)
-Buy stock with a building and loan
association, make deposits, and
withdraw, transfer, pledge or vote on
such stocks and deposits (Section
1151.26)
-Vote and execute consents in
respect to shares of corporations held

in their names (Section 1701.46).
-Make a will if of sound mind and
memory and not under any constraint
(Section 2107.021
-TAKE FULL responsibility for
negligence or willfull or wanton
misconduct while operating a motor
vehicle (Section 4507.07).
The fact that an 18-lo-21 year-old is
legally old enough to vote and even be
elected to public office while he is still
legally too young to sign a lease for his
own apartment is disturbing enough
But even more upsetting is the
indication that our state legislators
haven't been sure for a long, long time
about what age constitutes a real age
of majority.
Laws giving 18-lo-21 year-olds some
rights while denying them others have
been in the books for years-long before
young people even began to demand
the right to vote at 18
Local attorneys have indicated that
the legislature will soon take up the
question of reducing the age of
majority. Let's hope that indication
isn't like the other pledges we've heard
the last few years-just so many words
and nothing more.

so they say
Martha Mitchell in response to a
question that has pursued bar from
Washington to New York:
"Way*, they
the Watergate
Watergate aiiair
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From the mayor's office...
By Jim Carey
Sufi Reporter
The sign on the air condiloner in his office reads:
Keep smiling- u makes
I people wonder whal you've
I been up to "
Ten months is hardly
enough time for a public
| official to change the world.
' but Mayor Charles Bartlett
thinks he is getting something done
"I've been in office since
January, and I think we have
made quite a few capital
improvements.'' Bartlett
said We're adding to the
twentieth century with purchase agreements to computerize accounting func-

tions, and police and municipal equipment."
Bartlett said his main concerns in office are improved
sewer sanitation, improved
street conditions and
continued conferences with
the University cabinet to
discuss town-gown problems
Ke said he hopes to upgrade recreation conditions
and find a possible site for a
new federal building
"THE LEVEL of sewer
sanitation treatment in
Bowling Green should
definitely be improved." he
said
According to Bartlett the
sanitation
department

offered to move the Poe
Road sewage plant away
from the University area to
land near Interstate 75. He
said the University did not
want to contribute the funds
needed to perform the
operation
Bartlett said the Board of
Public Utilities has just received permission to purchase a lank truck and tractor to remove sewer sludge
from the Poe Road plant and
deposit it on farmland
throughout the area.
He said he hopes this
might eliminate part of the
sewage odor on the north
side of the city
"There is no question that
we have to develop a closer

working relationship with
the University." Bartlett
said.
Periodic meetings with
University officials are now
held to insure proper communication between the University and the town.
Bartlett. who graduated
from BGSU in 1949 and
taught finance and insurance
here from 1966 to 1968. is
well acquainted with University operations
"THE GROWTH of the
University has changed the
city considerably since I
graduated, "hesaid
According to Bartlett.
Ward 2, just south of campus, has felt the University's

newsnoTes
Tuition credits
WASHINGTON i API - A bill to give
parents of an estimated 5.1 million
children in parochial and other
non-public schools tai crediu ■«*»*>
their tuition has cleared its first
congressional hurdle
But the
measure may be lost in the
legislative pile-up as Congress pushes
for adjournment
The House Ways and Means
Committee Tuesday approved the
measure that would allow parents to
deduct from their income tax up to
$200 in tuition paid for each child in a
non-public elementary or secondary
school, but not in kindergarten or
college

Campaigning
CLEVELAND (APi - Sen George
McGovern brings his Democratic
presidential campaign back to
Cleveland today in a continuing quest
for northeastern Ohio's heavily urban
and labor vote.
McGovern's last stop during the
day will be at a closed-door fund

raising meeting. McGovern's
Cleveland campaign office said
Earlier. McGovern will speak to city
and community leaders and talk with
reporters.

Port mining
HONG KONG (API - The first
mate of a Hong Kong freighter said
yesterday four or five Chinese
minesweepers still are in Haiphong
harbor but the U.S. mining continues
to be effective.
V.K Cargi. 28. of the Hong Kongbased 6,500-ton Kim Seng, left
Haiphong, where his ship has been
immobilized for five and one-half
months. Monday
"As far as we were able to see or
hear, no ships have gone through the
blockade." he said
He said he could not determine
whether the minesweepers had
succeeded in clearing any of the
mines

Juvenile center
COLUMBUS (AP) - A federal court
decision has cleared the way lor Ohio
to transfer juveniles out of the

Mansfield Reformatory Into a
modern facility in Stark County
designed lor their rehabilitation.
Ohio Youth Commlaaion Director
William J Ensign said yesterday
There now are 135 youngsters in the
Mansfield Youth Center which
Ensign described as "old and
inadequate."

New Senate
PHNON PENH (AP) -Cambodia s
first Senate under a republican
constitution was sworn in yesterday
in a ceremony presided over by the
President Marshall Lon Nol. and
attended by members of the
government and diplomatic corps.
All 40 senators, elected on Sept 17,
belong to the pro-Lon Nol ruling
Social Republican party as do all 126
members of the National Assembly
The Democrats and the
Republicans, the only major
opposition parties, boycotted both
elections, charging the electoral law
was rigged to favor a one-party form
of government.

growth more than the other
wards "Ward 2 has been redeveloped from shanty town
to apartment complex." he
said
In addition Bartlett said
the University's cultural and
recreation offerings bring
key people into the community
Although University
growth has been beneficial
to some parts of the city.
Bartlett said problems have
resulted in older residential
neighborhoods where older
houses have been turned into
rooming houses
Bartlett said most of the
new construction projects
seem to be shifting to the
northwest section of
Bowling Green He said he
"could not get excited"
about the mobile home
village to be built next year

industrial base to materials
domestically plentiful, or
face a disastrous minerals
crisis within decades.
The panel needled its
employer, the National
Commission on Materials
Policy, accusing it of
ignoring the demand factor
in the nation's growing
supply-demand crisis in

energy and raw materials.
IT NOTED that the commission's interim report of
last April "nowhere alludes
to review, analysis or restraint of demand."
But the panel, drawn from
the National Research Council of the National Academy
of Sciences, said "it is clear

that the difficulties imposed
by growing U.S. and world
populations pervade all
other resource issues. .
It added that "there can
be no effective national or
international
materials
policy" that evades the relationship between population,
per-capita demand and
environmental impact.

Tenants' union dissolved
A tenants union, proposed
last year by the Student
Housing Association ISHA),
has died because of a lack of
student interest, according
to SKA coordinator. Kris
Eridon. junior i B.A.I.
Eridon said he met
several times with
interested students, but "we
just couldn't organize"
because of the abundance of
off-campus housing units.

"THERE were more than
400 extra units available,"
said Eridon. "A rent strike
wouldn't have been effective
because the landlord could
tell the student that he could
have moved in somewhere
else. Then we wouldn't have
a case.

"Unless the landlord isn't
providing service, we can't
really do that much." he
said.
"I would have liked to
have kept the tenant's union
going, but the big problem
was I was the only one here

this summer." said Eridon.
Ke said SKA representatives will be visiting
off-campus residents to try
to drum up support for the
proposed city housing code.
A hearing on the proposal
will be held Oct 23

The
Homecoming
Committee decided Tuesday
to continue the annual
tradition ol electing a
Homecoming queen and
court
This year's queen and four
attendants will be presented
during halftime ceremonies
at the Bowling GreenMarshall football game Oct.
28
The decision was made
following a study of opinion
ballots made available to
students through The BG
News and a petition favoring
the selection of a queen and
court signed by about 700
persons.
About 200 opinion ballots
were submitted to the
committee.
Committee
chairman Roy Shafer.
senior (Ed ). said the ballots
favored the selection of a
queen "somewhere between
two and three to one."
^THE PETITION was
circulated by Jeff Weber.

Thus, in milder terms, the
U.S. scientific panel aligned
itself with the general thrust
of the "Club of Rome"
report and British scientists'
Blueprint for Survival."
both published last January

THE U.S. National Commission on Materials Policy
was appointed in 1971 with
the mission of recommending a national
materials policy to the
president and Congress by
June 30,1973
The commission issued an
interim report identifying at
least 36 issues in the area of
materials supply problems,
but it noted the list might be
incomplete.
That study, now published,
said "there was but sma
support in the panel for the
view that material
forces alone will solve the
foreseeable problems "
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Practicing his own philosophy, "keep «nilin9~H makti
P«opl« wonder whal you've boon up to," Mayor Chariot
Bartlett potos in downtown bowling Groon.

Queen, court favored

Panel predicts mineral crisis
WASHINGTON (API Reporting under government contract, a scientitic
panel yesterday urged that
the United States begin
limiting its population and
its consumption of
resources
It said the nation, already
heavily dependent on foreign
raw materials, must shift its

Mayor
I
BOrtlBlt

sophomore (A&Si. Shafer
said.
The alternatives to a
homecoming queen and
court published in the
opinion ballot were:
-No homecoming queen;
--An event honoring
students who have done
outstanding service to the
University";
-A fall weekend with a
host and hostess selected to
serve at various University
functions throughout the
year
Shafer said the opinion
ballots proved a large
percentage of the campus
community does not oppose
the selection of a queen and
court for homecoming
"THE FEELINGS of
people who bring up the no
queen thing' represent a
small group on campus." he
said
The committee decided
one woman from each class
will be nominated from each
women's residence unit, the

Commuter Center and
Harrow I'all as candidates
for queen and attendants
Shafer said about 96
women will be nominated, to
appear before a University
screening committee for a
preliminary selection
The screening committee
will select 20 women to be
put on a ballot for a student
body election
SHAFER SAID representatives on the screening
committee will include
students from fraternities,
sororities, the Student Body
Organization iSBO). Black
Student Union (BSU). the
Commuter Center and all
residence halls
The
homecoming
committee said the women
will be judged 50 per cent by
their activities at the
University; 25 per cent on
the poise they display when
interviewed by the
screening committee; and

25 per cent on "awareness."
Shafer said awareness
consists of "knowledge of
current events and trends "
HE SAID once the
screening committee has
picked the final 20
contestants, information on
the answers each gave to
questions posed by the
screening committee will be
made available
This will enable students
to help select the candidates
according to more "than
just their faces." Shafer
said
In addition to presenting
the queen and her court to
the students at the
homecoming game. Shafer
said the committee also has
"a lot of activities" planned
from Thursday until "at
least Saturday and possibly
Sunday." of homecoming
weekend.
iJowever. he said specific
plans would be released at a
later date
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Problem area east of tracks'

Total fire protection deficient
The recent addition of
(39,283 from the Ohio Board
of Regents to the Bowling
Green Fire Department's
budget has put the
community's fire protection
on par with other
communities of similar size
But protection of
University housing is still a
problem, according to
Bowling Green Fire Chief
Howard flutter.

tfcyllipliiii*.!

VD
reaction

WBGU-TV itaff mambars, Tom Tobin, cintn, and Dai*
Nail i*l. loft, war* an com put yattarday tailing p*epl* lhay
hod a v*n*c*ol di»*ma juil le «a hew lhay'd raoct. Th* infor
motion will b* port of a program airad by Channal 70 at S
p.m. Monday.

flutter said there may be a
"possibly
dangerous
situation"
because the
University and a few

Re-hearing motion filed
The attorney for two
former Bowling Green city
policemen charged with
breaking and entering and
concealing stolen property
has filed a motion for a re
hearing of the case before
the Ohio Supreme Court
The action was filed by
Attorney Shad l.'anna on

behalf of Ronnie and
Thomas
Woodbury of
Toledo Ronnie is charged
with four counts of receiving
stolen property and Thomas
is charged with three counts
of breaking and entering
THE MOTION for rehearing was filed because

Admissions now taking
freshman applications
The University is accepting applications for next year's
■ freshman class
John Martin, director of admissions, encouraged students
to apply early since 7.000 applications are already in the
mail to high school seniors Only 3.200 people will be
accepted for next year's freshman class
After the main campus class has been filled, students who
still wish to apply at the University may enroll at one of the
academic centers or at the Firelands branch campus
Students may also wait to enroll at the main campus as a
freshman during the 1974 winter or spring quarter

the defendants did not
believe that Wood County
Prosecuting
Attorney
Daniel Spitler was carrying
out an agreement made with
the defense counsel
Hanna said the agreement
made between Spitler. the
Woodburys and the supreme
court, was to drop other
counts if the Woodburys
pleaded guilty to one count
He said Spitler has now
announced that the men will
be tried on all counts against
them
HANNA
SAID the
supreme court has not lived
up to its share of the
agreement
The supreme court
refused
to grant the
Woodburys a writ of
prohibition to stop all
criminal action against

them in the Wood County
Common I'leas Court
Hanna said he is filing for
a re-hearing to make the
supreme court force Spitler
to abide by the original
agreement

companies are located east
of the Wooster Street tracks
and the fully manned fire
station is west of the tracks.
HE SAID the National
Loss Control Service, a fire
safety engineering gioup
hired to study the city's fire
protection, has released
preliminary
observations
indicating fire protection
problems for housing and
industries east of the tracks.
The survey, which was not
financed by the new Board
of Regents funds, will be
released
sometime
in
November. Rutter said
f.'e declined to say if the
fire station located on the
east side of the tracks was
inadequate
Fire protection here has
been improved by the
addition of five new
firemen, new fire hoses, a
new
fire protection
inspection vehicle and radio
equipment, Rutter said

HOWEVER, one fireman
is still being used to man the
department's ambulance
service, making him
unavailable
for
fire
protection duty.

that unit."

"We're interested
in
protection for the usage of
the entire community,"
Rutter said. "To us it's a
total unit, and we're trying
to provide protection for

"The new money is bound
to upgrade the entire
community protection, but
the more we have the better
we'll be." he said.

Welfare bill vote due,
Roth proposal adopted
WASHINGTON (AP) The Senate voted
yesterday to test three welfare-reform plans
rather than put any of them into effect,
thereby apparently shelving the subject for
years.
It adopted 46 to 40 an amendment of Sen.
William V. Roth Jr. (R-Del.) to knock out of
the Social Security-welfare bill the Workiare
plan and proceed instead with a teat of it and
two rival plans.
Then it defeated 50 to 35 an attempt to
nullify the Roth proposal and adopt instead a
Family Assistance Plan quite similar to that
sponsored by President Nixon.

REPUBLICAN LEADER Hugh Scott, of
Pennsylvania, backed this amendment.

declaring it was very close to the administration plan.
But Sen Russell B Long iD-La V floor
manager for the bill, said White'House
liaison men had told him Nixon opposed this
effort
With the prolonged fight over welfare
reform apparently over although the basic
issue remains unsettled, it seemed likely the
Senate would pass the massive bill by the end
of the week
It contains dozens of Social Security. Medicare and welfare benefit provisions
The Roth amendment could delay for five
to eight years any action to reform the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children program

Agnew to visit W. Va. today
CHARLESTON. W. Va.
(API - Vice President Spiro
T. Agnew is to arrive in
Charleston this afternoon
for a campaign swing with
Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr in
the Charleston area.
Details of itinerary,
however, were still very
vague as of last night
A 7:30 p.m. rally for the
Republican Vice President
is set at the Charleston Civic
Auditorium, but that was the

CULTURAL BOOST
Presents

George Carlin

only definite time releasd by
state Republicans.

HIS

ARRIVAL

at

Charleston's
Kanawha
Airport is set for early
afternoon. "We're shooting
for 1:30." a spokesman said
No public reception is
planned at the airport
because of Agnew's tight
schedule.
He and Moore are to visit
an area vocational-techntal

GRAND BALLROOM-UNIVERSITY UNION

The two Republicans are
also to visit one or more
highway
construction
projects in the Charleston
area, before Agnew returns
to a Charleston motel room
for a rest before the rally

BUFFALO, NY lAPl Sen George McGovern said
yesterday that the American
people are going to ask why
President Nixon isn't
discussing election issues
and force the chief
executive "to come out of
hiding."

moving "much better than it
is."
He told a mostly black
audience in this heavily
Polish-American city that
federal jobs should be
allocated "in reasonable
relationship to each group's
percentage
of
the
population" while noting
that would apply to white
ethnic groups as well as to
blacks.
In a television interview
with
station
WBEN.
McGovern said. "I think
sooner or later Mr. Nixon

WELCOME BACK

V.

SPECIAL

TONIGHT ONLY

Admission --2.00

AGNEW, A spokesman
said.
"specifically
requested to visit to one of
West
Virginia's newer"
vocational-technical educational facilities and has
made efforts to keep up to
date on the progress of
Interstate highway projects
The Vice President's
travels around Kanawha
County will be followed by a
20-car motorcade including

staff personnel, newsmen
and a film crew from the
Netherlands. Agnew was in
the state earlier this year to
address the Republicn
Governor's Conference at
White Sulphur Springs
State Republicans say
they are pleased with the
visit, and that it has no
bearing on a speculated visit
by President Nixon before
the Nov. 7 general election

'Nixon hiding' charged

The Democratic presidential nominee made the
prediction as he ran through
a busy campaign schedule in
Buffalo
expressing
confidence that his uphill
campaign couldn't be

Sunday Oct. 15,1972 - 9:00 p.m.

school, but where and when
was not definite. The
Charleston Daily Mail
speculated it may be the Ben
Franklin Career School at
Dunbar.

will realize that he'll have to
come out of hiding, that he
can't sit there behind the
White House wall on his
Gallup Poll and expect the
American people to reelect
him "
Asked what would make
Nixon do this, McGovern
said "If I continue to get out
among the people day after
day and the President hides
in the White House and
sends his lackeys out across

the country to try to distort
my record, sooner or later
people are going to say Why
doesn't Nixon himself come
out in the open?"
A short while earlier, in a
question-and-answer session
with
local
editors,
McGovern said, "We're at a
critical point now where we
have to raise substantial
amounts of money in the
next few days to keep our
radio
and
television
commitments."

Sailing club will meet
The University Sailing Club will hold its fall quarter
organizational meeting this Sundav. Oct 8, at 7 p.m in 203
Hayes Hall
The meeting is open to all sailors and to anyone who is
interested in learning sailing techniques
Topics to be discussed include the fall regatta schedule,
beginner and tactics meetings and winter quarter activities
A question-and-answer period will be held for new
members after the meeting.
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Civil liberties
to aid BG area
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Civil Liberties will be
reactivated soon to aid
persons who believe their
freedoms have been
violated
The committee was
established last winter
quarter by the Senate
Executive Comittee.
Dr
David Newman,
associate professor of

Karma
meets
Counselors and associates of Karma, dropin drug center, will
meet Sunday at 6 p m
in the United Christian
Fellowship Center at
the corner of Thurstin
and Ridge Streets

: TONIGHT •

chemistry and one of the
committee members, said.
"Last year we really didn't
accomplish much because
we hardly received any
complaints from students.
Either they weren't getting
ripped off or they just didn't
take the time to complain."
"Too many students just
complain in letters to the
editor in The BG News and
that really doesn't
accomplish anything." Dr.
Newman said
The committee uses many
of the guidelines set up by
the American Civil Liberties
Union
The committee is not an
investigative group. Dr.
Newman said Students
must come to it for
assistance
He said the committee is
not concerned only with
students but is for the whole
University community

LASALLE*S
"BACK TO CAMPUS COLLEGE NIGHT"
You're Invited
7:00-10:00 P.M. - TONIGHT ■ THURSDAY, MAY 11

Reporter convicted
in contempt case
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
reporter jailed for refusing
to tell authorities his
sources of information said
yesterday he hoped his case
would spur Congress to
make newsmen immune
from such prosecution
The statement of Peter
Bridge, who was convicted
of contempt of court by a
grand jury in Essex County.
N.J.. was read to a House
Judiciary sub-committee by
John Mulligan, secretary of
the New York Press Club
BRIDGE, whose conviction was upheld Tuesday by
the U.S. Supreme Court, was
ordered to jail until he an-

Phone
change
The
telephone
number of the student
employment office has
been changed to 3722518
The office is located
in ISShatzel t.'all

swers the grand jury's questions or until the jury term
ends
He was convicted after
refusing to tell the grand
jury the source of a story he
wrote in the Newark
Evening News last May
reporting a bribery offer to
a housing commissioner
MULLIGAN said Bridge's
case is an example of a
growing threat to newsmen
stemming from a June 29
decision of the Supreme
Court that there is no
inherent
constitutional
protection of confidential
news sources.
"Under that decision."
said Mulligan, "every news
reporter, rewrite man.
newcaster or editor in the
United States faces the
prospect of going to jail "
Several bills have been
introduced in Congress to
prevent newsmen from
being forced to disclose
their sources In its June 29
decision, the Supreme Court
said Congress could provide
such protection if it wanted
to

IRS studying tax
on campaign gifts
WASHINGTON (API - The Internal Revenue Service says
it is studying whether to close a loophole through which big
contributors to this year's presidential campaign have
managed to escape paying taxes on gifts of stock
But the IRS added that any new restrictions in this area
would not apply to past contributions.
Officials conceded that both political parties have gained
from the loophole, which has permitted contributors to
escape paying both gift taxes and capital-gains taxes
SOME large donors have managed to avoid taxes-and so
have the two major parties-by making their contributions
in stock which has increased in value since purchased
The stock is divided up into small blocks worth less than
$3,000 each and funneled through dummy political
corporations into the political coffers. The party or
campaign committee then sells the stock at the higher price
and nobody pays any tax on the transaction.
THE GUT-TAX law allows a contributor to give $3,000 a
year before taxes are paid after a $30,000 lifetime exemption
has been exhausted. Setting up a number of dummy
organizations and dividing up the blocks of stock permits
avoidance of the gift tax
The capital-gains tax is avoided because political parties
have never had to file income tax returns.
"It appears that this practice had its inception and was
continued in the belief that virtually all of the receipts of
political parties were from gifts and that the parties would
not have taxable income." the IRS said
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SUNDAY — OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS $1.00

mm
J S G PIZZA PALACE

NOW OPEN

CLASSIFIED —»
second quarter trosh .ind
upperclass WOfltCfl t" H1"
gentT.il mini in.tt um night on
Sunday Oct 8, at ftpm AIMM!
Room, t innii

COaCVT Or UBaMT aMTIRTAI

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Air Cundlllnnrd For Your Comfort

HELD OVER - 2nd SMASH WEEK!
NOW

En 7 30 9 30

Sal I Sun 2 lb. 3 50 5 40. 7 30 9 30

-DINING ROOM
- HOMEMADE PIZZA

Thursday Oct 5.1972
Women s Field Pockey Team. 3 45
Farm

5 30pm. Sterling

Water Polo Club. 6 30. Natatonum
Organizational
met*ting II you have played water polo, try out lor team
Campus Crusade lor Christ. 7pm. Faculty Lounge Union
German Club. 7pm. Wayne Room. I'nion Organizational
meeting. I rev refreshments

YOU'VE TRIED THE
RES T THIS TIME
THE BEST!"

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship. 7 30pm. Alumni
Hoom. Union Dr Lois Cheney. "Path of Joy." Everyone
welcome
Trvouls lor FalconetlcsThurs Oct! 5.10pm Ice Arena
Women s Intramural
Women sltldg

Officiating

Session

8pm.

LOST

E. COURT NEAR AD BUILDING

DELIVERY - 353-8565

RIDES
Hide needed Athens. Ohio
any wk-ed 372-4792 Gary

Go To THE GAME WITH HERTZ
Rent an intermediate or full size Ford, or similar car, for
only *25 all weekend plus lQj/mi. Student I.D. entitles
you to a 20% discount. This rate includes all gas. To reserve your car

Ride to Dayton nearly every
Friday - 2 30pm or earlier
ph Bedford Boston 22253

WANTED
Volunteers to work on Crisis
Phone Call 352-7587
Wanted to buy meal coupon
books 352 6306
Wanted to buy
nice big
guitar amp in good shape $2$400 Call Ken 353 4754

Part -nine help needed Must
have
Automobile
Club
experience in Domestic or
World wide travel Contact
Wood County Auto Club. 414
K Woostcr
Busboy wanted for Alpha
Delta Pi For interview call
Chris at 2 2840 or 2 3807

SERVICES OFFERED
Custom
sewing,
alterations,
mending
Experienced, low rates, satisfaction guaranteed Carol
318 Wallace, after 5pm
PRIMARY COLORS BEST
IN BO MUSIC FOR ANY
OCCASION CALL TIM 3545103
AUTO REPAIR All makes.
spec in VW. reasonable
prices free pic-up it del
Lyric Auto. 878-2276

PELPWANTED

CALL
352-0887
This year Hertz is offering a special student discount on rental
rates including 50 FREE miles.

PERSONALS
2
students
to
work
weekends II vou can't work
most weekends and if you
can t care about your job.
don I waste my time Apply
in person only no phone
calls
accepted
Lum's

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
bv
PHILLIP
MORTON U the WORKING
PAND CRAFT CENTER
515Conneaut353«.3;'
Scuba Club Organizational
meeting
elect ion I
discussions of this years
events' Sunday. October 8
7 30pm Taft Room. I'nion

206

Restaurant

Please help bring him home
Lg male cat solid gray with
white spot on chest, may be
wearing rawhide cord bell
REWARD 352-0447

Dial A -Dialogue
Who will
teach me sign language'' 25818 Interested in music ol
the 50' 2-3298

Remember Mike and Jubal'
Pave you met Johann and
Eunice yet" Interested in
helping form a group to
discuss
the
works
and
philosophy of Robert A
Peinlein'Call Red 21434
VATAN s third anniversary
everything in the store - 10
per cent off 109 N Main

SAM US IS OPEN FOR
LUNCH ll 1pm

important IMMI|(e
PEP RALLY forT.U gam*
6 3©Kn Union Oval
The Z's jre wondering about
activation"

66 TR-4 Triumph good cond
new paint new top ph 353gni

Ideal mascot talking parrot,
blue 1 gold macaw with
stand 352-0540

'70 Camaro.
V-8.
auto,
power steering, radio Must
sell 352-0092

Apt size couch and matching
chair Red print eic cond
$40 or best offer 354 7951
Also small puppy free to
good home

65 Dodge good condition
reasonable price call 3525793

Olivetti
Lettera
port
typewriter $25 352-7285
8-track stereo tape deck.
Epiphone classical guitar. 2
burner
hot
plate and
assorted dishes All good
condition & reasonable 3544744
Mono PI-FI components
Weathers
speaker
825
turntable, amplifier phone
352-7813

Dinette set w 6 chairs Good
condition, verv reasonable
354-8841

Phi Psi s After Dark Rush
Party tonight 8pm '

Omega Phi Alpha, service
sorontv cordiallv invites all

Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi
call
352-7471
(or
an

gas
call

Men's bike for sale, good
condition Call 352 7345 after
7 30pm

Weekly Earnings • male and
female
Blood
Plasma
Center 610
Monroe St.
Toledo. Ohio hrs Mon-Fn
8-5 Open Thurs nites till
9pm Ph 255-3535

Sheltie-Telomian
puppies
need a home BGSU Dog
Lab 372 2130 or 352-6284

1968 Opel
excellent
milage, need money
372-3781

72 VW must sell only 7000
mi 124 Psych Bg 352*345

Men s ice skates, size 9 $10.
women's Ice skates, size
6 $15 Used one season call
352-7813

Tryouts
for
Falconeltes
Thurs Oct 5. tOpm We
welcome
ALL
girls
interested in ice skating to
come and ALL previous
Falconettes
PLEASE
attend"'

352

FOR SALE OR RENT

Dial ADialogue Something
to share'' To teach' Want to
acquire a skill'' Phone 22256 we II help

Engagement Portraits • Call
353-5885 PAGER STUDIOS

new SITS or best offer
5743 Keep trying

RCA
stereo
system
(Modular series) 50 watt
amp
and
receiver,
turntable and 2 speakers
Wood grain finish in good
condition Cost $200 new •
will sell for best offer Call
Rick at 288-5475 after 6pm
STEREO COMPONENTS
wholesale prices, all major
brands, also TV's Call 3724107
8 track stereo tapes. $3 50
each Call 354-1835 weekdays
for catalog

65 Thunderbird. full power,
air cond reasonable 352-6162
1 female rmate needed for 2
bedroom Campus Manor
Apt Call 352 5550
I F rmte in 1 bdrm apt
167 50 mo Call Liz 352-7413
after 5
Need I man (or 2 bdrm apt
641-3rdst apt 5 352*816
Wanted F grad roommate
$70 mo 218 Thurstin Manor
For rent - girl's room,
separate kitchen and bath
354 2561
Unfurnished 2 bdrm apt
Pas appliances. 9 or 12
month lease available See
anvtime at 839 4th St. apt 1
or call 352-9318 between 48pm
GREENVIEW APTS 1 and %
br apis 9 and 12 mo leases,'
Pool, rec and laundry rooms
sauna bath and exercise
room. Ox Roast Serious but
swinging management 3521195
VICTOR APARTMENTS
If you thought we were
rotten last year, rent from
us again' Rats are taking us
over, and the offer still
stands to study bubonic
plague
free
Call
Rick
Graham ph 352-5903

Potter's kick wheel, brand

Start saving the News
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To demand U.S. base removal

Labor party pledges revisions
BLACKPOOL. England
(API - The Labor party
pledged yesterday a radical
revision of Britain's
relations with its American
and European allies if Labor
regains power.
It was resolved at the
party's annual convention to
demand the removal of the
U.S. Polaris submarine base
from Holy Loch in Scotland
and of U.S. nuclear bases
from other parts of Britain.

Barbershop
no more

• *• ■*»•"• •* ••"•hak- monif *■*—*»?» **"• *uf-

s,nc

Und a dsdin* in bu»m«»» Th» on. in *• Union hat bm

■■>*—* >>»>** ■"■*'—•

THE l.ZM delegates also
unanimously proclaimed
their opposition to British
possession of nuclear
weapons indicating that a
Labor-ruled Britain would
abandon its role as a nuclear
power.
They also insisted that a
future Labor government
must stop paying dues to the
European Common Market
and boycott the markets'
agencies unless that trading

bloc eases the terms of
British membership
These and other decisions
if carried out would mean
recasting Britain's foreign
and strategic policies to
move the nation toward a
neutral position
The convention, however,
rejected one proposal
calling specifically for
Britain's withdrawal from
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, although it
endorsed as a main aim "the
dissolution of NATO and the
Warsaw Pact."
THE DRAMA of the days
debates and votes focused
mainly on the party's
attitude toward the Common
Market.
The major issue under
scrutiny was whether a
Labor government should
keep Britain in the market
in the hope of winning new
terms-or whether it should

Canada prepares for election
By William L. Ryu
AP Special Cerrespoadeat

August by ousting a premier who had
served them 20 years.

VANCOUVER. B.C. I API - An outsider viewing Canada's election
campaign gets the impression in this
Pacific coast province that the
parties are running scared-scared of
a restless electorate and its
unpredictable ways.
There are big issues, but party
leaders seem curiously agreed that
it's best not to talk about them too
directly or too much.

THE FEDERAL election for a new
House of Commons will be Oct 30
The party that dominates the
Commons names the prime minister
If British Columbia should swing
sufficiently, it could have a decisive
effect on the hopes of Prime Minister
Pierre Elliott Trudeau for a working
majority in the House of Commons
It is even possible that a big swing
could help topple him The experts
are not expecting that, but a Trudeau
setback, leaving him with less
authority than before, is a possibility

The skittishness can be noted in
other provinces too. but here it is
pronounced Politicians are acutely
aware of the disconcerting habit
British Columbia voters have of
periodically jolting them.
This year the voters are markedly
restless and probably less predictable
than ever They demonstrated that in

In the 1968 general election, the
nation's No 2 party. Robert Stanfield's Conservatives, was blanked in
this province

The conservatives here say they
have hopes of picking up a significant
number of seats. They bank on signs
of lesentment of Trudeau, on hints
that much of the enchantment that
swept him into office as a newcomer
has dissipated in four years.
This province often feels remote
from and abused by Ottawa One
Liberal leader here who worked
mightily in 1968 for Trudeau refuses
this year to have anything to do with
the campaign

TRUDEAU'S Liberal party won 15

CAMPAIGNING here can be diffi-

Park may be sold
Strangetongue I tic and Northwestern Ohio Community
Corp.. owners of The Park, a rock concert site near North
Baltimore, may sell their land and buildings to a Cleveland
real estate investment firm
The Park was closed at the end of August by order of the
Wood County Common Pleas Court for the alleged sale and
use of marijuana and other hallucinogens on the grounds.
A Park spokesman said one reason for the anticipated sale
is that The Park had become a continuous burden because of
of constant court battles to close it down

Stock market program
returns to WBGU-TV
"Wall Street Week, the
live series on activity in the
stock market, returns to
WBGU-TV. Channel 70.
tomorrow at 7p.m
Dr. C. Jackson Grayson.
Price Commission chairman, will be the guest
speaker.
Host Louis Rukeyser will
provide a graphic review of
the week's stock market
transactions, and. with a
three-member panel,
discuss related economic
and financial developments

of the 23 seats at stake; the New
Democratic party of Socialists won
eight
The New Democrats and the Social
Credit parties do not amount to much
nationally, considering the number of
House of Commons seats they have
been able to win

The panel will interview
Dr. Grayson following a
segment in which members
respond to viewer write-in
questions and investment
problems.
Dr. Grayson, who believes
that the key to curbing
inflation and returning to
free market activity lies in
increased industrial productivity, will discuss the
effectiveness of the Price
Commission and the future
of price controls

SPECIAL
TEE'S
DON'T
/'
FORGET
V-"^
YOUR
(T0^
(BEAT TOLEDOf
TEE-SHIRT
PRINTED
WHILE-U-WAIT

THE DEN

cult. Issues are real enough, out
probably all too complex
British Columbia has the highest
unemployment rate of any Canadian
province, and unemployment plus the
economy make up the major issues
across the nation Every candidate is
in favor of more jobs and each suggests he knows best how to accomplish this
Every candidate espouses Canadianism and is an economic nationalist as well Every candidate
deplores the overwhelming presence
of U.S. capital and American ownership ol Canadian industries Every
candidate is in favor of cleaner
environment
British Columbia seems to feel it
has been shabbily treated by the central government in Ottawa,
especially in matters of taxation, and
this also can reflect in the result But
nobody is doing much predicting.

PHI KAPPA PSI
AFTER DARK
TONIGHT
8 P.M -'

walk out at once on grounds
that membership would
"deny national independence to the British people."
Britain is due to enter the
Common Market Jan I
All the complex laws
making that possible have

gone through Parliament
and now await the formal
assent of Queen Elizabeth U
expected around Oct. 17.'
Barring some unforieeable political upheaval there
is almost no chance of a
national election before

January that would give
Labor a chance to regain
power.
The Conservatives' term
lasts until mid-1975 even
though Prime Minister
Edward Heath can call an
election sooner than that

HHH, AAuskie Ohio visit
to focus on 'Nixon lie1
COLUMBUS (API
Sens Edmund S
Muskie and Hubert H Humphrey will join
Monday in a Democratic campaign effort in
Ohio and nation, to remind voters that President Nixon "lied" about the Vietnam war.
Richard Sklar of Cleveland said yesterday
Sklar said details of the Ohio visits by
Muskie and Humphrey are expected to be announced Saturday, and that they will be
among speakers who will take the President
to task in every major Ohio city.
The campaign co-ordinator also said
"thousands" of Ohio McGovern volunteers,
"30 to 40 from each of the 120 storefront
offices we have in the state." will go door-todoor with the message to "launch the most
ambitious canvassing effort ever mounted in
a national presidential campaign."
The Clevelander told a news conference:
"In short, on October 9. thousands of Ohio

McGovern volunteers will go door-to-door
saying Stop the killing Mr Nixon, you lied
to us' "
HE ADDED that the project, described as
"our final major push toward the election,"
will point toward a nationwide television
speech Tuesday, at 7 30 p.m. in which
McGovern plans to spell out the details of his
Vietnam peace program
Sklar said the voter registration drive by
the McGovern campaign workers in "on
schedule" and predicted that as a result of it.
750,000 new voters will have been added to
the state's total when registration closes Oct.
10.
He said most of the new voters will be
young people "and I don't think there is any
question but that they will vote for
McGovern."

UAO Euchre Tournament
Sign up sheet in UAO office
3rd floor of Union

Begins Thursday Oct 12 - 7:00-10:00
Ohio Suite ■ 25° per person
Bring your own partner or
let us know by Oct. 11 and
we'll get you a partner.

Attention Christians
Looking for challenging involvement in a
movement offering positive solutions to personal and social problems?
Looking for Biblical teaching, training, and the
experience of genuine relationships and fun
with other Christians?
Come and Check out the possibilities.

7:00 TONIGHT, FACULTY LOUNGE, UNION
Campus Crusade for Christ, Intl.

COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIALS
All Interested Men Invited

TONIGHT!-7-10 P.M.!
HOPSACK BLAZERS

A little
carnal knowledge
is a dangerous thing,

REG.es oo

'28.77

DOUBLE KNIT SPORT COATS »'S» '44.50
TONIGHT OMT$4.99

KNIT SHIRTS REG. 40-15

FAMOUS MAKE NECKTIES

REG

FANCY DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
DRESS SHIRTS REG 15.00
So just be careful
how you use it
If you re not really
serious about the gal.
go easy on the English
Leather On the
other hand, if you are
serious, lay on the
English Leather and
have a ball Use
English Leather Soap,
Shampoo, Shave Cream.
After Shave, Deodorant,
Talc. trfe works. And who
knows, she may even
teach you a little something.

TONIGHT

6 COLORS SAVE '35.00 ALL SIZES ALTERATIONS EXTRA

500

TONIGHT

REGS

1.99

'19.95

ro/v/Gwr$6.99

SAVE TONIGHT...
COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL AT

Jj

THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER

•^

109 Sooth Main, Bowling Green,Ohio

RIGHT ON MAIN A BLOCK NORTH OF LASALLES
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Nehlen believes Falcons
rate edge over Rockets
By Jack O'Brru
Aiiinui Sporti Editor
PERRYSBURG
The
oddsmakers aren't the only
persons who think the Falcons are better than the
Rockets
Don Nehlen. head Bowling
Green football coach, thinks
so. too
"Bowling Green has the
edge over Toledo because
the Falcons are a better
football team, we've played
better football teams and
we've got better players."
Nehlen said at a pre-gamc
press conference at the Pollday Inn here

"We are the best." he
added
Nehlen said he is pleased
with his team's performance
thus far
"IF SOMEBODY would
have told me last summer
we would be undefeated
after three games I would
have kissed him," said the
Falcon coach
Jack Murphy, head Toledo
coach, is impressed with the
Falcons on film Pe pointed
oul that all aspects of the
Falcon football team are
very solid
However,
Murphy
believes if the Rockets do
everything

right

they are

capable of being a better
football team than the Falcons
Offensively. Murphy said
the Falcons do some exceptionally good things
"They (BGl have exceptional
execution
and
timing." said the Rocket
head coach. "This is the
overall mark of a good
offense "
ALTHOUGH
THE
BG
offense hasn't shown great
scoring ability and has yet to
win the offensive battle of
statistics against its first
three
opponents,
coach
Nehlen thinks
attack is solid

the

Falcon

Falcon notes

Jamie Penneberry may
see his first action of the
year this weekend against
the Toledo Rockets
"The Pen" has finally recovered from a torn hamstring
muscle
that
he
suffered
in
summer
practice Tuesday's practice
session was the first time he
had any contact and he came
out of the session in good
shape

Yesterday

the

Falcons spent some extra
lime working on Ihe specialty units and Ihe offense was
given extra lime to work out
some of its kinks
Gary Seemann, the gutty
safelvman for the Falcons,
had a good practice after
coming back from a head
injury in the Western Michigan cjash Seemann was
TKO'd" in the first quarter
and watched the rest of the
game from the bench

•••

Coach Don Nehlen
his
troops through

sent
two

tough workouts this week in
preparation for the Toledo

Jesse Greathouse has
been pressed inlo duly this
week at the left cornerback
spot

Greathouse. one of the

most physical players on Ihe
squad,
is
listed
as a
monsterback
in
the
program
However,
the
hope
that
his
tackles will be just
secondary needs to
some opponents.

The athletic ticket office
has received 250 additional
tickets for the Bowling
Green-Toledo game Saturday night at the Glass Bowl
The $4 general admission
tickets will go on sale
tomorrow morning at 8 in
the Memorial Pall ticket
office
BG's original allotment of
1.000
general
admission
tickets was completely exhausted Monday morning.

"I don't think there's any
team that's been asked to do
whal we've done." he added
"Our schedule's murder.''
Murphy said the Falcons
have the best defensive unit
the Rockets have faced this
season. Pe pointed out thai
BG plays an aggressive
defense which causes opponents to fumble.

Seemann able to play
encounter

Ticket info

All reserve seats are sold
out

Henneberry returns;
By Kenny White
Aulitaol Sports Editor

"Going into the season I
felt we had a good offensive
team," said Nehlen. "I feel
the same now. We've played
good defensive teams."

coaches
stinging
what the
shake up

BOTH COACHES agreed
Ihe
Mid-American
Conference race is still up for
grabs
"I
don't
think
we're
iToledol out of it." said
Murphy "This game is a
must win for us The better
team will win."
"It's just a hair too early
to tell who will win." said
Nehlen
"We need to play well
against Toledo," he added
"We played well against

Don Dillingham saw little
action against Ihe Broncos
because of a bruised thigh
Cornerback Myron Wilson
is still having problems with
an old shoulder injury he
suffered last year Wilson
participated in practice yesterday with his left shoulder
heavily taped

Purdue, played well against
Miami and not so good
against Western."
Nehlen said he hopes the
Falcons execute better on
offense than they have in the
first three road games
Reid Lamport will start at
quarterback
against
the
Rockets, although Nehlen
said Joe Babies will also see
action.
"WE'RE TAKING every
gun we have," said Nehlen.
"Every gun we have we will
use."
Thus the Rockets may be
in for a few surprises from
the Falcons. One thing is for
sure. Nehlen said, BG will
throw more this week
On the subject of Paul
Miles, Coach Murphy said
one reason Miles is not
gaining as much yardage as
last season is that BG's running
its
fullback
l Phil
Polakl.
"If Paul Miles carries the
ball
more,
he'll
break
loose," Murphy predicted.

»by Sim* LI
Paul Milat gots corralled by a band el Rrxk.lt in last year's
24-7 loss to Toledo. The Falcons finished second to TU in the
MAC.

THE MAC RACE...
tages, the tie could haunl
Fresh from haltering unboth teams if they remain
beaten Bowling Green with
unbeaten in the conference
a 13-13 standoff. Western
If that happens, they'll be
Michigan's Broncos will hit
declared
co-champions
the road Saturday hoping to
Under MAC rules, the conride down the other MAC
ference representative to
leader. Kent State Univerthe Tangerine Bowl Classic
sity.
Last week's draw figures * (Dec. 29 in Orlando. Fit.)
do help both BG and Western . would be determined by vote
of the Athletic Directors'
with their title bids since
Association
ties don't count in the chamWhile Western (2-1-1 and
pionship race
0-0-11
will
be
slightly
Powever. since the MAC
favored to dump Kent 11-2-1
title is decided by percenand 1-0). Bowling Green
faces a "must win" situation against Toledo Saturday
night as the Falcons make
their
fourth
straight
appearance of the season on
the road
Men interested in trying

Meetings set
LACROSSE - Organizational meeting today at 7
pin in 102 Business Bldg
VOLLEY BALL-Organizational meeting today at 6
p.m. in the Men's Gym
Gym.
WATER POLO-Organiza
tional meeting today at 6:30
p.m. at the Natatorium Men
who have played water polo
are welcome.

Greg
Krewton.
still
recovering from a shoulder
separation suffered during
practice for the Miami
game, donned Ihe pads yesterday for the first lime
since his injury

A three-game exhibition
schedule has been set for
Bowling
Green's
hockey
team
Coach Jack Vivian's icers
will entertain the professional Cleveland Barons at
the Ice Arena at 7:30 p.m.,
Thursday, Oct 19. to open
Ihe preseason contests
Then the Falcons will
meet
the
University of
Guelph at 8 p.m.. Saturday.
Oct. 21. at the Toledo Sports
Arena in a benefit for the
Toledo Youth Pockey Program
The third game will be
played against the Lima
Chargers on Saturday. Oct
28. at 8 |Mii in Lima as a
benefit
for
the Cancer
Society

•••

Big Karl Pargrove picked
up seven Falcon heads for
performance
against
the
Broncos The senior middleguard also copped Ihe Mr
Tackle award in this week's
efficiency awards

Rugby team loses;
play at home Sat.
Lack of practice and a
sloppy field spelled disaster
for the Bowling Green rugbv
team as it dropped a 9-4
exhibition game al Ohio
State Saturday
The Buckeyes took a 6-t>
lead before the Falcons I)r
Tom Paigh dragged two defenders over the goal line for
BG's only score Ohio Stale
added a late penalty kick to
finish oul the scoring

The
Falcon
ruggers
suffered a casualty in the
game when Jeff Ritchie
broke his leg Pe's expected
to miss Ihe rest of Ihe
season

THIS

SATURDAY

BG

opens the regular season al
home against Denison and
Findlay The first match
begins al 1 p.m. at the Poe
Ditch Memorial Field
The Falcon ruggers are
looking to their first undefeated season since they
started plav in 1968 with a

victory over Ohio State in
their only game
Unexpected returnees are
Dr Paigh and loose Forward
standout Jim Paynes Their
return
is
expected
to
strengthen both Ihe "A" and

B" teams

Funniest remark of Ihe
day was made by tight-end
Greg Meczka who was comparing
his game
performance to that in practice
In practice. I look like Raymond Chester and when I'm
in a game. ! resembly AndyGimp i Andy Cappi." he said
jokingly
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FOR SPECIAL COLLEGE BATES
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1019 No.lh Dearborn StiMt
CKiOfO. Ill.no.i 60610
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312 664 0020
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THE REGULAR season
begins at home against

Notre Dame on Friday. Nov
3.
Bowling Green has the potential to be one of the best
teams in the nation this year
with the top seven scorers
reluming, headed by junior
center Mike Bartley. senior
center Gord
McCosh and
defenseman Chuck Gyles.
Tickets for the three exhibition games will go on sale
Monday. Oct. 9. at 8 p.m. in
the Memorial Pall ticket
office.

The Cleveland Crusaders
of the World Pockey Association will play an exhibition game with the Syracuse
Blazers of
the Eastern
Pockey League Friday at 8
p.m at the Ice Arena

General admission will be
$1 for students and f 1 50 for
adults All tickets will be
sold al the gate Bowling
Green hockey IDs will not
be honored

recoveries from several subpar performers.

Toledo hasn't lost to the
Falcons since 1966 114-131,
but to keep that string
intact, the Rockets need to
eliminate errors that proved
costly against the Bobcats
They also
need
rapid

In non-conference games,
Miami and Ohio will try to
improve the MAC'S current
mark of 8-5-1 against outside
opposition Miami (2-11 goes
to Marshall and the Bobcats
(2-21 visit Cincinnati for a
night game

BG poor in stots
A look at the Mid-Amencan Conference stalistics
shows
Bowling
Green
among the league followers
although
it
leads
the
standings
The Falcons are third in
total defense behind Miami
and
Western
Michigan,
allowing an average of 278.7
yards per game They are
fourth behind Miami, Western ,and Kent in rushing defense, allowing an average
of 168 yards per game
In passing defense, BG is
third behind Toledo and
Miami, allowing an average
of 110 7 yards per game and
a .479 completion percentage
IN
DEFENSE
against
scoring, the Falcons are
second
behind
Miami
allowing an average of 11.3
points per game
On the other hand, the offense is not performing well

Friday and Saturday Nite

2 for 1 - Live Band

Live Band

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

VARSITY
LANES
?4 BRUNSWICK
I ANES
BILLIARDS
ICOCKTAIL LOUNGE!

1033 S.MainSt.
Ph. 352-5247

RUSH OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT - 7-9 p.m.
Luncheon Special

Formerly Sycamore Crove
10 minutes from BG.
Thursday Night

in the conference Bowling
Green
is
last
in total
offense,
rushing,
and
forward passing The only
category
in which
the
Falcons lead is kickoff
returns,
with
a
17.9
average

PHI KAPPA TAU

THE LUCKEY GIGOLO

SAVE!

MOW • TIME • FMIGHT

TOLEDO, handed its first
MAC loss in 16 games by
Ohio University last week,
finds itself the underdog
even though
it
is
the
defending champion.
Now 2-2 overall and 0-1 in
MAC play, the Rockets face
virtual elimination from the
race as they prepare for

leers to play 3 exhibitions

Wingback Tony Bell is still
sporting a wooden splint for
his dislocated index finger
The finger is still giving the
fleet receiver trouble because the swelling has not
gone down

Gary Seemann

out for the men's intercollegiate bowling team should
sign up in the UAO office by
Thursday, Oct. 12.
A total of 18 games are
scheduled, six on three consecutive Sundays
Prospects must play all 18
games to qualify Five regulars and two alternates will
betaken.

their neighborhood brawl
with BG (2-0-1 and 1-0-11.

C
0 C{ 16'

Tuts.

Veal Parmesian with side order of spaghetti

Wad.
Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.

Beef Stroganoff
Low calorie gourmets delight
Golden fried scallops
Ravioli
Veal Scallopini
Summer cold plain art always available

77»i's Week Featuring
Wild Man Terry Smith
& Rayen Wood

Band 'til 2:00
Open and serving 'til 2:30
Help Wanted

"Come on. George, they
don't have your size...let's
have lunch at Petti s and then
go home!"

THE ABOVE INCUDES MOM PETTI3
HOMEMADE son' OH ITALIAN
SALAD. BREAD « BUTTER

35
i

includl
bever

DAILY SPECIAL ...Ma Petti s Soup.
Sandwich & Beverage - $1.25
I changed daily)

* Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

ALPINE VILLAGE
Bowling Green

/(eateut/uutte

